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Q-l. A circular fuselage frame as shown Fig. P.I of radius r and constant bending stiffness E1, has a straight floor

beam of length rJ2 , bending stiffness EI rigidly fixed to the frame at either ends. The frame is loaded by a
couple torque applied at its lowest point and a constant equilibrating shear flow q around its periphery.
Determine the distribution of the bending moment in the frame. (10)

Q-2. (a) Components of stress tensor are given as- o"x =-5MPa, O"y =lMPa, CTz =lMPa, Txy =-IMPaand

Tyz = T zx = O. Determine the principal stresses, principle axes, largest shear stresses and octahedral shear

and octahedral normal stresses. (5)

(b) Displacement field for a body is given by: u = [(x2 + y2 +2)i+(3x+4y2)j+(2x3 +4z)k]xlO-4.
Evaluate components of linear and non-linear (green-lagrange) strains at point (1,2,3) (5)

Q-3. For torsional analysis of triangular bar with the cross section as shown in Fig. P-3, show that, the given stress

. dB[l ? ? 1 3 2 2 2J . . .function ¢=-G--(x-+y)--(x-3xy)--a will Imply the correct solution. Also,
dz 2 2a 27

determine- shear stress distribution, twist rate and warping of the cross section. What will be the magnitude
and direction ofmaximum shear stress for the bar? (10)

Q-4. Find the stress concentration factor for a small circular hole in a large sheet subjected to remote tensile stress
Tl and compressive stress T2. (12)

Q-S. (a) Prove that: Neglecting body forces, the governing equation in plane strain problem is the biharmonic

equation, \l4¢ = 0 where ¢ is the Airy's stress function. (6)

(b) Using classical displacement formulation for linear elastic problem, derive the Navier equations.
(use indicial notations for the derivation) (6)

Q-6. A thin rectangular plate of unit thickness As shown in Fig. P-6, is loaded along the edge y=+d by a linearly
varying distributed load of intensity w=px with corresponding equilibrating shears along the vertical edges at

x=O and I. Assuming the Airy's stress function ¢ = ~[5(x3 _/2 x)(y + d)2(y - 2d) - 3xy(/ - d2)2].
120d

Show that, the stress function yields solution for given problem. Also, determine the stress distribution in the
plate. (12)

Q-7. A uniform beam of cross section A, length L, and flexural rigidity EI is clamped at both ends. The beam is
loaded with uniform upward force per unit length ofmagnitudefo which acts over the entire beam length.
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(i) Deduce the boundary conditions for the beam, (ii) Selecting two term polynomial approximation function,
determine the mid-span deflection of the beam using Rayleigh-Ritz method. (12)

Q-8. A bar of constant mass density p hangs under its own weight and is supported by the uniform stress (Ja as

shown in Fig. P-8. Assume that the stress (Jxx, (Jyy, Txy ,Txz and Tyz vanish identically. (12)

(a) Based on the above assumption, reduce the 15 governing equations to seven equations in terms of a., ,
cxx, Cyy, czz, 11, V and w.

(b) Integrate the equilibrium equations to show that: (Jzz = pgz
where, g is the acceleration due to gravity. Also, show that the prescribed boundary conditions are
satisfied by the solution

(c) Find cxx, Cyy and czz from Hooke's law
(d) If the displacement and rotation components are zero at the point (0,0,1), determine the displacement

components u and v.

(e) Show that: w= pg[Z2 +VX2 +vy2 -/2J
2£

Q-9. (a) State and explain St. Venant principle for stress distribution in elasticity with neat sketch. (2)

(b) State and prove the principle of stationary complementary energy.

(c) For following statements (i) to (vi), state whether the statement is TRUE OR FALSE.

Justify FALSE statements with brief explanation.

(2)

(6)

(i) If the stresses can be determined from use of equilibrium conditions alone, then the analysis is called
statically determinate.

(ii) The maximum shear stress is not always one-half the difference between the maximum and
minimum principal stresses.

(iii) Equilibrium equations are always sufficient to determine all the stresses in a structural body in a state
of plane stress, but are not always sufficient to determine all the displacements in that same structure.

(iv) If, in a displacement formulation analysis, the displacements in a structural body are described by
continuous, single-valued mathematical functions, then there is no need to use the compatibility
equations.

(v) A displacement formulation of a theory of elasticity problem is usually unsuitable when there are
mixed boundary conditions.

(vi) The principal stress axes are always the same as the principal strain axes in an isotropic material.
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DATA For Que-4 (for 2D Cylindrical Coordinates)

1. Strain-displacement relations:

e., = U +!..( Ov )
r r ae

YrO = ~( aU J + av - (VJ
r ae ar r

2. Equilibrium equations in: 3. Stress-Strain Relations:
1

£. = - (a - va )
r E r 0

, 4. Compatibility conditions (in terms of stress function <1»:

1
£0= -(a - vo )E 0 r

1
YrB= G 'frO
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